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Rashovda - რაშოვდა 

(Racha, Georgia) 

 

This dance is from the Racha region of Georgia and is a typical Rachuli-style dance. It is a composition 

by Caspar Bik. 

In Racha, the dances are always light, fast and playful. As in most regions of Georgia, the dances are 

traditionally done as an improvisation. Every dancer has the freedom to use his or her own abilities to 

impress the other dancers (or the audience). In the beginning of the 20th century, professional ensembles 

started to stage different dances from Georgia, creating compositions and choreographies based on steps 

that were originally created and developed through improvisation.  

These directions are written as a circle of dancers where the men keep moving to the right, the women to 

the left, finding a different partner with whom to dance. However, it can also be done free-form around 

the room with people moving about freely to whatever new partner they choose, M or W. It is playful 

and fun. 

The dance uses two songs from Racha: “Lercamisa khesao” and “Rashovda.”  

Pronunciation: RAH-shohv-dah Translation: Unknown 

Music: 6/8 meter Georgian Folk Music and Dances 2017, Track 2 

 Rhythm: 3-3 = cts 1, 2 or the 3 is divided into 2 parts or 2-1-2-1 = cts 1, &, 2, & 

Formation: Pairs of dancers in a circle, facing ctr; gender is unimportant. 

Steps & Styling: Chakvra Step: R heel in front, L knee bent, arms are down (ct 1); straighten L knee 

and lift R leg to the side, with R knee turned in, while arms swing R with the L arm 

bent and R arm stretched (ct 2); leap onto R (ct &). Done with alternating footwork. 

Gadasvlebi Step:  

Arms: M make fists, fingers twd floor. W have loose hands, fingers pointing down. 

Meas 1: Step R to R (ct 1); leap on L next to R (ct &); step R to R, arms going 

straight out to sides, slightly below shldr ht, palms up (ct 2). 

Meas 2: Step L in front of R, flicking R behind L calf, body turning slightly R, while 

R hand goes behind the head, palm up, and L hand is at the waist, thumb back, fingers 

fwd (ct 1); step back onto R facing ctr (ct 2). Can be done with alternating footwork. 

Meas 6/8 meter Pattern 

4 meas  INTRODUCTION. No action. 

 I. LERCAMISA KHESAO 

1  Step on R heel in front of L, tilting body to R (ct 1); step L to L (ct 2). 

2  Step on ball of R behind L turning body to L (ct 1); step L to L (ct 2). 

3-8  Repeat meas 1-2 three times. Note: Meas 1-8 are a 16-step grapevine. 

9  Step R fwd with the upper body bent fwd and clap hands (ct 1); step on L in place 

(ct 2). 

10  Small step R bkwd while turning a ¼ (M turn CW, W turn CCW to face ptr), and 

swing arms bkwd (ct 1); leap onto L in place (ct 2). 
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Rashovda — continued  

 

11-16  Repeat meas 9-10 three times (completing a full circle). 

17-24  Repeat meas 1-8. 

25-32  Repeat meas 9-16 with same ftwk but rotating in the opp direction. 

33-48  Repeat meas 1-16 (M end facing CCW, W end facing CW). 

 II. INSTRUMENTAL.  

  In Fig II, arms are horizontal, slightly below shldr ht. Start with R arm straight 

and L elbow bent. From this pos, hands stay in place as the body moves to the 

other side causing the L arm to be straight and the R elbow to bend. This 

movement continues to alternate during meas 1-7. 

1  Facing another dancer, step R in front of L with lower body twisted in the 

direction of the step, and upper body facing the dancer in front, both arms to R 

with L elbow bent (ct 1); step L fwd (ct 2). 

2  Repeat meas 1, ct 1 (ct 1); hop on R, twisting the lower body in opp direction 

(ct 2). 

3-4  Repeat meas 1-2 with opp ftwk and arms. 

5  Repeat meas 2. 

6  Repeat meas 2 with opp ftwk. 

7  Repeat meas 1 ct 1 (ct 1); hold (ct 2). 

8  Turn a full circle and end with L leg crossed in front (cross-turn). 

9  Beg R, run two steps R with arms bent and swinging naturally R and L (ct 1-2). 

10  Step R to R while putting L heel on the floor with the L knee straight and R knee 

bent, R arm straight to R, with L elbow bent, arms crossed in front of the body, 

and the upper body tilted twd L heel (cts 1-2). 

11-12  Repeat meas 9-10 with opp ftwk. 

13-14  Repeat meas 9-10. 

15-16  Beg L, 3 steps turning half CCW to face another dancer (cts 1, 2, 1); hold (ct 2). 

17-31  Repeat meas 1-15 facing opp direction. 

32  Step L in place facing ctr (cts 1); hold (ct 2).  
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Rashovda — continued  

 
 III. RASHOVDA (starts with the singing) 

1-6  Facing ctr, Chakvra Step six times, beg with R. 

7  Person on L: Step on ball of R ft, R 

knee  bent, circling knees up and to 

the R (ct 1); step L moving to ctr, 

circling knees down and to the 

L(ct 2). Caspare called this 

movement “juicy knees.” 

Person on R: Small step in place on the 

ball of R ft (ct 1); small step in place on 

the ball of L ft (ct &); step R in place, L 

leg straight fwd (ct 2). 

8-12  Repeat meas 7 five times. Repeat meas 7 five times with 

alternating ftwk. 

13  Repeat meas 7 five times. Repeat meas 7 five times with 

alternating ftwk. 
 

 Small step bkwd on ball of R (ct 1); 

small step bkwd on ball of L (ct &); 

step R bkwd, L leg straight to front 

(ct 2). 

Step on ball of R, R knee bent, circling 

knees up and to R (ct 1); step L moving 

to ctr, circling knees down and to L 

(ct 2). 

14-18  Repeat meas 13 five times with  

alternating ftwk. 

Repeat meas 13 five times while turning 

half CCW on last two meas, end facing 

the dancer on L. 

19-22  With Dancer on L facing ctr, and Dancer on R in an inner circle with back to ctr, 

do Gadasvlebi Step R and L.  

23  Step R fwd with upper body bent fwd and arms swinging naturally. 

24  Step L fwd, turning a ¼ R with shldrs facing ctr. 

25-28  With Dance on L facing CW, and Dancer on R facing CCW, do Gadasvlebi Step 

R and L.  

29  Step R fwd with upper body bent fwd and arms swinging  naturally, facing new 

ptr. 

30  Step L twd the line of the dance circle facing ctr. 

31-60  Repeat meas 1-30.  Dance ends facing new ptr. 

 

Sequence:  Fig I , Fig II, Fig III, Fig II, Fig III. 

 

  Presented by Caspar Bik 
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Lyrics 

Lerts’amisa khesao kori mojda ts’versao On the top of the branch, a hawk sat 

Kori mojda ts’versao kali miknevs khelsao A hawk sat, a girl is waving a hand 

Kali miknevs khelsao ak chamodi chvensao A girl is waving a hand, “Come down to us, 

Ghvinosats dagalevineb tsarielsa tkhlesao “I’ll give you wine, real vinegar 

Khach’ap’ursats gamogitskhob tsarielsa khmelsao “I’ll bake Khachapuri for you, but only dry dough, 

Variasats ke dagik’lav tsarielsa dzvlebsao “I’ll roast a chicken, but only bones.” 

Lerts’amisa khesao kori mojda ts’versao On the top of the branch, a hawk sat. 

  

Rashovda, delivo delivo dela, rashovda Rashovda, delivo delivo dela, Rashovda  

Rashovda, chamoviare sevao, rashovda, Rashovda, I passed down through Seva, Rashovda  

Rashovda, gverdze davichqe shevao, rashovda,  Rashovda, I started dancing, Rashovda  

Rashovda, gogoebi idzakhian, rashovda, Rashovda, girls were talking, Rashovda  

Rashovda, neta vis sakhlshi shevao, rashovda, Rashovda, “Let’s see, whose house he’ll enter,” Rashovda  

Rashovda, chamoviare galakhies, rashovda, Rashovda, they went down to beat him, Rashovda  

Rashovda, mamasakhlisi galakhies, rashovda, Rashovda, head of village was beaten, Rashovda  

Rashovda, gasashveleblad mivedi, rashovda, Rashovda, I tried to stop it, Rashovda  

Rashovda, erti ori mec momartqes, rashovda, Rashovda, they hit me too several times, Rashovda  

Rashovda, delivodelivodela, rashovda Rashovda, delivo delivo dela, Rashovda. 

 

Georgian:  
ლერწამისა ხესაო,  

ქორი მოჯდა წვერსაო, 

ქორი მოჯდა წვერსაო  

ქალი მიქნევს ხელსაო. 

ქალი მიქნევს ხელსაო 

აქ ჩამოდი ჩვენსაო 

ღვინოსაც დაგალევინებ, 

ცარიელსა მთხლესაო 

ხაჭაპურსაც გამოგიცხობ,  

ვარიასაც ქვე დაგიკლავ,  

ცარიელსა ძვლებსაო, 

ლერწამისა ხესაო,  

ქორი მოჯდა წვერსაო 

რაშოვდა დელივო დელივო დელა, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა ჩამოვიარე სევაო, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა გვერდზე დავიწყე წევაო, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა გოგოები იძახოდნენ, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვ და ნეტა ვის სახლში შევაო, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა ჩამოვიარე სევაო, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა მამასახლისი გალახეს, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა გასაშველებლად მივედი, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა ერთი ორი მეც მომარტყეს, რაშოვდა 

რაშოვდა დელივო დელივო დელა, რაშოვდა 

 

 




